Dance Specific Teaching Methodology & Theory (Part B) for Professional DVIDA Exams

INTERNATIONAL BALLROOM/STANDARD – Jr. Associate & Associate Questions
TANGO Questions #7 - 10:

QUESTIONS #1 – 6 APPLY FOR ALL DANCES:

7. What is unique about TANGO Forward and Backward
walks, and how would you teach your student to dance
them?
8. In TANGO Figure ______________ (Examiner chooses),
give two PRECEDES and two FOLLOWS.
9. Describe fully “The Three Alignments of Promenade.”
10. What are three ways to create Promenade Position
when the preceding figure doesn’t end in Promenade
Position?

1. Give the history and character of the WALTZ / FOXTROT
/ TANGO / QUICKSTEP / VIENNESE WALTZ in just a few
sentences, as if you were presenting it to a class
2. Show how you would start your class to the following
WALTZ / FOXTROT / TANGO / QUICKSTEP / VIENNESE
WALTZ music in preparation to dance the basic step.
Please fill in the following sentence: “Okay class, I will
give you the cue to start by saying______________, and
then you will start dancing, and I will change to the
count of the dance which is _____________.”
3. Give the time signature, tempo, count, and beat value
for the WALTZ / FOXTROT / TANGO / QUICKSTEP /
VIENNESE WALTZ
4. Count the following amalgamation of two or three
figures (Examiner will provide) in WALTZ / FOXTROT /
TANGO / QUICKSTEP / VIENNESE WALTZ in Beats and
Bars as you dance it (without music). How many total
measures are in this amalgamation?
5. Please state what new figures you would teach in
WALTZ / FOXTROT / TANGO / QUICKSTEP / VIENNESE
WALTZ in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, or 4th week (examiner
choose one) of a four-week, one- hour, Beginning level
group class? Please demonstrate an amalgamation you
would teach including all new figures.
6. Demonstrate how you would teach the Leader’s &
Follower’s dance frames in WALTZ / FOXTROT / TANGO
/ QUICKSTEP / VIENNESE WALTZ

QUICKSTEP Questions #7 - 10:
7. In QUICKSTEP Figure _____________ (Examiner
chooses), give two PRECEDES and two FOLLOWS.
8. Name a specific step within a figure that uses CBM
without CBMP and one that uses both CBM and CBMP.
9. In the Double Reverse Spin, please give three alternative
alignments and the Amounts of Turn.
10. Give an example of when the first step of a Closed
Impetus will be taken in line (Closed Position) and one
example where it will be take in Right Outside Position.

VIENNESE WALTZ Questions #7 - 10:
7. In VIENNESE WALTZ Figure ___________ (Examiner
chooses), give two PRECEDES and two FOLLOWS.
8. True or False: When crossing the left foot in front of the
right foot in the Reverse Turn, the left foot should be
crossed tightly at the ankles. Please explain your answer.
9. True or False: In the Natural Turn, the side steps on 2 &
5 should be equal in size. Please explain your answer.
10. Demonstrate how you would teach your student to
maintain the rise on count three rather than continuing to
rise.

WALTZ Questions #7 - 11:
7. What is the main Rise and Fall for WALTZ? How is the
rise different on a forward step versus a back step?
8. Name three figures where a “Pointing” Alignment is
used and show on which step that
9. Which one figure in the Syllabus uses Delayed Rise? Is it
the same or different for Leader
10. Name four figures that may commence either “in line
(closed position)” or “outside partner.”
11. In WALTZ Figure _________________ (Examiner
chooses), give two PRECEDES and two FOLLOWS.

FOXTROT Questions #7 - 10:
7. In FOXTROT Figure ________________ (Examiner
chooses), give two PRECEDES and two FOLLOWS.
8. What method do you use to teach the Follower to dance
a Heel Turn?
9. Demonstrate how you teach your students to start
dancing to the music. Include information on any
preparation step and count.
10. What are the three possible ending alignments for the
Natural Turn when ended at a corner?
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INTERNATIONAL LATIN – Jr. Associate & Associate Questions
QUESTIONS #1 – 6 APPLY FOR ALL DANCES:

CHA CHA Questions #7 - 14:

1. Give the history and character of the RUMBA / CHA
CHA / SAMBA / PASO DOBLE / JIVE in just a few
sentences, as if you were presenting it to a class
2. Show how you would start your class to the following
RUMBA / CHA CHA / SAMBA / PASO DOBLE / JIVE
music in preparation to dance the basic step. Please fill
in the following sentence: “Okay class, I will give you
the cue to start by saying______________, and then
you will start dancing, and I will change to the count of
the dance which is _____________.”
3. Give the time signature, tempo, count, and beat value
for the RUMBA / CHA CHA / SAMBA / PASO DOBLE /
JIVE
4. Count the following amalgamation of two or three
figures (Examiner will provide) in RUMBA / CHA CHA /
SAMBA / PASO DOBLE / JIVE in Beats and Bars as you
dance it (without music). How many total measures are
in this amalgamation?
5. Please state what new figures you would teach in
RUMBA / CHA CHA / SAMBA / PASO DOBLE / JIVE in
the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, or 4th week (examiner choose one) of
a four-week, one- hour, Beginning level group class?
Please demonstrate an amalgamation you would teach
including all new figures.
6. Demonstrate how you would teach the Leader’s &
Follower’s dance frames in RUMBA / CHA CHA /
SAMBA / PASO DOBLE / JIVE

7. Show how you would teach a basic Forward Walk in CHA
CHA.
8. How does the hip action on counts 4& differ from that of
count 1, count 2 and count 3?
9. Name five different dance positions used in the Bronze
Syllabus. Please give an example of a figure where each is
used.
10. Demonstrate five different chassés that may be used in
the Bronze Syllabus. Please give an example of a figure
where each is used.
11. Please give five precedes in the Bronze Syllabus for the
Underarm Turn Left.
12. When teaching CHA CHA, would you concentrate first
on foot quality, leg action, or body motion? Please
explain your reasoning.
13. The basic footwork in CHA CHA is Ball Flat throughout.
Name and demonstrate three exceptions to this rule.
14. Demonstrate the four methods of dancing the three
CCCs.

SAMBA Questions #7 - 15:
7. How would you teach the Bounce action in SAMBA to a
beginning student? How do you incorporate the use of the
feet, legs, and pelvis?
8. What do you think is the most important thing to teach
a beginning SAMBA student, proper footwork or hip
action? Please explain.
9. What is an effective way to count SAMBA when
choreographing? Explain how this relates to the concept of
phrasing.
10. Stand facing LOD, then turn to face each of the
remaining 7 alignments and state the name of each one.
11. In SAMBA figure _____________________ (Examiner
Choose), give two PRECEDES and two FOLLOWS.
12. Please give the five different timings used in the
Bronze SAMBA syllabus and give a figure that would
coincide with each timing.
13. Explain the idea of ‘compression’ when teaching
SAMBA or any other Latin dance action. Include the
application in the feet, middle, and upper body.
14. The SAMBA Walks employ VERY slight Bounce action.
Please explain how you would accomplish this distinct
Bounce action.
15. Name the three types of Volta Movements and
demonstrate a figure where each is used.

RUMBA Questions #7 - 15:
7. Describe the action of the body and legs when a
Forward Walk is followed by a weight transference
back.
8. Briefly describe the difference between a Forward
Walk, a Pressed Forward Walk, and an Extended
Forward Walk.
9. Describe a Backward Walk. How does a Pressed
Backward Walk differ from a Backward Walk.
10. What preparatory action do you teach your students to
use to start dancing with the music.
11. In Figure ________________________ (Examiner
chooses), give two PRECEDES and two FOLLOWS.
12. Explain and demonstrate the exact use of toe, ball, flat
and heel of foot while dancing a classic backward rumba
walk.
13. What exercise would you teach a student to develop
their ‘figure 8’ action?
14. Define a "Cuban Cross" and give an example of where
one is used.
15. State and describe the four types of "Leads" and give a
figure where each is used.
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PASO DOBLE Questions #7 - 15:
7. In PASO DOBLE Figure _______________ (Examiner
chooses), give two PRECEDES and two FOLLOWS.
8. Describe in some detail the unique aspects of the
posture for PASO DOBLE. How does the posture differ
between Leader and Follower?
9. Describe the construction of a dance hold that is
peculiar to PASO DOBLE, and is used in many of the caping
actions of the dance.
10. Describe two types of appel action. Compare the
quality of developed appel action to that of a
commonplace ‘stomp’.
11. When dancing an ‘elevation’ for PASO DOBLE, how
high should the dancer go? Describe how this can be
accomplished for a dancer attempting this feeling for the
first time.
12. What are the three main uses of Sur Place? What other
figure may be used for the same three purposes?
13. What are the three alternative methods of dancing the
Deplacement?
14. What is the common name given to steps three and
four of the Promenade Link?
15. What are the similarities and differences between the
Huit and the Sixteen?

JIVE Questions #7 - 10:
7. In three minutes or less, demonstrate how you would
teach the JIVE chasse to side. Be sure to include footwork,
Bounce action, and hip motion.
8. Please name and describe the five chassés used in the
Bronze syllabus and give an example of a figure of where
each is used.
9. In JIVE figure ________________________ (Examiner
Choose), give two PRECEDES and two FOLLOWS.
10. Do you use the "study alignments" in your teaching of
the JIVE? If so, how does this help you with your teaching?
11. In the Hip Bump (Left Shoulder Shove), how do you
determine which one to teach?
12. Name a figure where CBMP is used.
13. Describe the two methods of dancing the Change of
Places Right to Left with Change of Hands and give one
FOLLOW.
14. What method do you use to teach the Flick action used
in the Mooch.
15. Give an example of where only steps 1-5 of the link are
used and how does this affect the amount of turn?
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AMERICAN RHYTHM – Jr. Associate & Associate Questions
QUESTIONS #1 – 6 APPLY FOR ALL DANCES:

CHA CHA Questions #7 - 11:

1. Give the history and character of the RUMBA / CHA
CHA / EAST COAST SWING / MAMBO / MERENGUE /
BOLERO / WEST COAST SWING / SAMBA in just a few
sentences, as if you were presenting it to a class
2. Show how you would start your class to the following
RUMBA / CHA CHA / EAST COAST SWING / MAMBO /
MERENGUE / BOLERO / WEST COAST SWING / SAMBA
music in preparation to dance the basic step. Please fill
in the following sentence: “Okay class, I will give you
the cue to start by saying______________, and then
you will start dancing, and I will change to the count of
the dance which is _____________.”
3. Give the time signature, tempo, count, and beat value
for the RUMBA / CHA CHA / EAST COAST SWING /
MAMBO / MERENGUE / BOLERO / WEST COAST
SWING / SAMBA
4. Count the following amalgamation of two or three
figures (Examiner will provide) in RUMBA / CHA CHA /
EAST COAST SWING / MAMBO / MERENGUE / BOLERO
/ WEST COAST SWING / SAMBA in Beats and Bars as
you dance it (without music). How many total measures
are in this amalgamation?
5. Please state what new figures you would teach in
RUMBA / CHA CHA / EAST COAST SWING / MAMBO /
MERENGUE / BOLERO / WEST COAST SWING / SAMBA
in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, or 4th week (examiner choose one)
of a four-week, one- hour, Beginning level group class?
Please demonstrate an amalgamation you would teach
including all new figures.
6. Demonstrate how you would teach the Leader’s &
Follower’s dance frames in RUMBA / CHA CHA / EAST
COAST SWING / MAMBO / MERENGUE / BOLERO /
WEST COAST SWING / SAMBA

7. In three minutes or less, show how you would teach
basic Cuban Motion in CHA CHA.
8. How does the Cuban Motion in CHA CHA differ from
that of RUMBA? How does the Cuban Motion on counts
4& differ from that of count 1, count 2 and count 3?
9. What is a break step and why does it occur on count 2 in
the CHA CHA?
10. Describe five different chassés used in CHA CHA and
give the footwork of each.
11. In CHA CHA Figure ____________________ (Examiner
chooses), give two PRECEDES and two FOLLOWS.

RUMBA Questions #7 - 10:
7. In three minutes or less, show how you would teach
basic Cuban Motion in RUMBA.
8. Would you describe the Cuban Motion used in RUMBA
as more lateral or more rotational? Please explain.
9. The timing for RUMBA in the DVIDA® Syllabus is SQQ.
What other timing is acceptable in other syllabi for
American Style RUMBA, and on what beat does the
break step occur?
10. In RUMBA Figure ________________________
(Examiner chooses), give two PRECEDES and two FOLLOWS.

EAST COAST SWING Questions #7 - 12:
7. In three minutes or less, show how you would teach
basic Swing Hip Action in EAST COAST SWING.
8. What are three options for footwork on the triple steps
to the side and under what circumstances would you use
each one?
9. How would you differentiate music played in Swing
Rhythm versus music played in Straight Rhythm? Would
you dance differently depending on the rhythm? Please
explain.
10. In EAST COAST SWING figure ____________________
(Examiner Choose), give two PRECEDES and two FOLLOWS.
11. On which step do you start the lead for most underarm
turns in EAST COAST SWING?
12. Name and demonstrate 6 types of triple steps used in
the EAST COAST SWING Syllabus.

MAMBO Questions #7 - 10:
7. In three minutes or less, show how you would teach
basic Cuban Motion in MAMBO. What is unique about the
hip action?
8. MAMBO is considered the most difficult dance to stay
on time with the music. How do you teach your students
to dance and stay on time?
9. Show how you would teach a student to use their
ribcage to create body rhythm in MAMBO.
10. In MAMBO Figure _______________________
(Examiner chooses), give two PRECEDES and two
FOLLOWS.

MERENGUE Questions #7 - 10:
7. In three minutes or less, show how you would teach
basic Cuban Motion in MERENGUE.
8. Would you describe the Cuban Motion used in
MERENGUE as more lateral or more rotational? Are both
acceptable? Please explain.
9. What words best describe MERENGUE: Marching,
Sensual, Romantic, Playful, Serious? Please explain.
10. In MERENGUE figure ______________________
(Examiner Choose), give two PRECEDES and two FOLLOWS.
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BOLERO Questions #7 - 11:
7. Show how you would introduce the Basic Step in
BOLERO to an absolute beginner (Stage 1).
8. Show how you would teach Stage 2 of BOLERO. Address
the side steps and the new technique for the break steps.
9. Show how you would teach Stage 3 of
BOLERO. Address the Rise & Fall and include the
definitions of Foot Rise and No Foot Rise and address Drop
and Drift.
10. Show how you would teach Stage 4 of
BOLERO. Address the "wind up" and the "contra check"
actions.
11. In BOLERO Figure_____________________ (Examiner
chooses), give two PRECEDES and two FOLLOWS.

WEST COAST SWING Questions #7 - 14:
7. Name five different Triple Steps used in WEST COAST
SWING and give an example of a figure where each is used.
8. Explain the meaning of the slot and demonstrate how
you would teach it to a beginning WEST COAST SWING
student.
9. Define and show how you would teach "Leverage" and
"Compression". Give examples of figures where each is
used.
10. Name four different timings in WEST COAST SWING
and give an example where each is used.
11. Demonstrate the anchor step for both Leader and
Follower. Which of the three steps is the actual anchor and
what occurs on that step?
12. The WEST COAST SWING is also known as the
Sophisticated Style of Swing. What does this mean and
what techniques do you teach to create this?
13. True or False: All figures can be followed by any other
figure in the WEST COAST SWING syllabus. Please
explain your answer by giving an example(s).
14. In WEST COAST SWING Figure ___________ (Examiner
chooses), give two PRECEDES and two FOLLOWS.

SAMBA Questions #7 - 12:
7. How would you teach the bounce action in SAMBA to a
beginning student?
8. What do you think is the most important thing to teach
a beginning SAMBA student, proper footwork or hip
action? Please explain.
9. Does the "bounce" occur at the same time in the music
as the "steps"? If different, please explain and state where
the bounce occurs in the music versus the steps.
10. What is an effective way to count SAMBA when
choreographing? Explain how this relates to the concept of
phrasing.
11. Stand facing LOD, then turn clockwise to face each of
the remaining 7 alignments and state the name of each
one.
12. In SAMBA figure ____________________ (Examiner
Choose), give two PRECEDES and two FOLLOWS.
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AMERICAN SMOOTH – Jr. Associate & Associate Questions
QUESTIONS #1 – 6 APPLY FOR ALL DANCES:

TANGO Questions #7 – 12:

1. Give the history and character of the WALTZ / FOXTROT
/ TANGO/ VIENNESE WALTZ in just a few sentences, as
if you were presenting it to a class
2. Show how you would start your class to the following
WALTZ / FOXTROT / TANGO/ VIENNESE WALTZ music
in preparation to dance the basic step. Please fill in the
following sentence: “Okay class, I will give you the cue
to start by saying______________, and then you will
start dancing, and I will change to the count of the
dance which is _____________.”
3. Give the time signature, tempo, count, and beat value
for the WALTZ / FOXTROT / TANGO/ VIENNESE WALTZ
4. Count the following amalgamation of two or three
figures (Examiner will provide) in WALTZ / FOXTROT /
TANGO/ VIENNESE WALTZ in Beats and Bars as you
dance it (without music). How many total measures are
in this amalgamation?
5. Please state what new figures you would teach in
WALTZ / FOXTROT / TANGO/ VIENNESE WALTZ in the
1st, 2nd, 3rd, or 4th week (examiner choose one) of a
four-week, one- hour, Beginning level group class?
Please demonstrate an amalgamation you would teach
including all new figures.
6. Demonstrate how you would teach the Leader’s &
Follower’s dance frames in WALTZ / FOXTROT /
TANGO/ VIENNESE WALTZ

7. What is unique about TANGO Forward and Backward
walks, and how do you teach your student to dance them?
8. In TANGO Figure __________________ (Examiner
chooses), give two PRECEDES and two FOLLOWS.
9. True or False: The Leader must dance under the
Follower. Please explain your answer.
10. What exercises do you teach your students to
articulate their foot actions?
11. How do you teach your students to keep their spine
extended while at the same time being low with knees
strongly bent?
12. What are the three "alignements" for Promenade
Position in TANGO?

VIENNESE WALTZ Questions #7 - 10:
7. State three different types of rise and fall in the
VIENNESE WALTZ syllabus and give an example of a figure
where each is used.
8. In VIENNESE WALTZ Figure _____________________
(Examiner chooses), give two PRECEDES and two
FOLLOWS.
9. On the first measure of the Natural Turns and Reverse
Turns who is on the inside of the turn and who is on the
outside of the turn? How do you teach each person to
dance this correctly?
10. True or False: VIENNESE WALTZ is not a beginner's
dance and should never be taught to a beginner.

WALTZ Questions #7 - 10:
7. What is the main Rise and Fall for WALTZ? How is the
rise different on a forward step versus a back step?
8. In WALTZ Figure ___________________ (Examiner
chooses), give two PRECEDES and two FOLLOWS.
9. What is the difference between Swing and
Sway? Please demonstrate both in the Reverse Turn as
Leader.
10. The footwork on count 2 in the WALTZ is almost always
"Toe." What figure is an exception to this rule and why?

FOXTROT Questions #7 - 10:
7. Name three figures that may be danced either with the
"social" style or the "competitive" style. What elements
change when going from "social" to "competitive" style.
8. In FOXTROT Figure _____________ (Examiner chooses),
give two PRECEDES and two FOLLOWS.
9. Name three figures that use the timing SQQ
throughout. Name two figures that use a combination of
SQQ and SSQQ.
10. Why is there Foot Rise on the second "slow" of SSQQ
figures regardless of stepping forward or back?
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INTERNATIONAL BALLROOM/STANDARD – Master Questions
WALTZ
1. How does the amount of turn change in the Weave
from Promenade Position when preceded by a whisk
ending F LOD.
2. Give the amount of turn as Leader and Follower on the
Outside Spin when underturned to end B DC.
3. Give two follows for the Turning Lock ending in
Promenade Position.
4. Name all of the figures in the Bronze and Silver syllabus
that either end or may end in Promenade Position.
5. Explain the circumstances of when a follow to the
Outside Spin will start backward versus forward.

FOXTROT
1. If a Natural Telemark is danced around a corner will
more turn or less turn be required? What specifically is the
amount of turn used when turning around a corner?
2. Name and demonstrate the five alignment variations for
the Reverse Wave.
3. When dancing an Open Telemark as Leader,
demonstrate and describe the position and use of the left
foot whilst rotating the body on the right foot.
4. Count the following amalgamation of two or three
figures (Examiner will provide) in FOXTROT in Beats and
Bars as you dance it (without music). How many total
measures are in this amalgamation?
5. Please state what new figures you would teach in
FOXTROT in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, or 4th week (examiner
choose one) of a four-week, one- hour, Beginning level
group class? Please demonstrate an amalgamation you
would teach including all new figures.

TANGO
1. Name five figures in the syllabus (Bronze and/or Silver)
that end in Promenade Position.
2. Name and demonstrate two other commencing
alignments for the Four Step other than the chart figure
(FW).
3. As follower dancing the figure Outside Swivel, please
explain the technique of using the free leg and foot shape
to create character, balance, and power of movement.
4. What are the two possible timings for the Four Step
Change? What are the corresponding beat values for these
timings?
5. There are at least five different timings for the figures in
the Silver syllabus. How do you go about creating a
phrased amalgamation

QUICKSTEP
1. Please explain as leader dancing the V-6, what are the
differences in lead content that allow the follower to
distinguish between the message to lock the feet versus
step forward outside partner.
2. What are three alignments (other than the chart figure)
that can be used for the Running Right Turn. Please
demonstrate and explain.
3. receded by a Quarter Turn to Right, Natural Spin Turn,
or Closed Impetus?
4. Explain the difference, if any, between the technique of
dancing a Fishtail that has rotation to the right between
step 2 and 3, versus a Fishtail has no rotation.
5. Demonstrate, as follower, the figure Tipple Chasse to
the Left. Describe how this movement away from the
leader’s right arm and side can be danced without pulling
the leader out of balance.

VIENNESE WALTZ
1. In VIENNESE WALTZ, is it easier to dance the Natural
Turns or Reverse Turns around a corner? Please explain
your answer and demonstrate how you teach going
around the corner with the more difficult figure.
2. In VIENNESE WALTZ, the footwork for most figures are
the same as in many Slow Waltz figures. What is the
overall rise and fall affect and how is this difference
created?
3. Give one eight measure amalgamation that includes the
Right Foot Back Change and one that includes the Left Foot
Back Change
4. In the Natural Turn, which dancer is allowed more rise
and fall, the dancer on the inside or outside of the turn?
Please explain why.
5. Both Natural and Reverse Turns use sway. Do both
figures use the same amount of sway? Please explain your
answer.
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INTERNATIONAL LATIN – Master Questions
RUMBA
1. Demonstrate the style of brushing the feet during a forward
turning walk.

2. How would you explain or create drills for a student that
wanted to learn to be smooth and continuous in their body
while maintaining strong attention to leg line?
3. Explain natural turnout, enhanced turnout, parallel, and inward
shaped leg position. Give examples through demonstration of
each.
4. Name all of the figures in the Bronze and Silver syllabus How
would you use the idea of pendulum swing in the RUMBA walk
action?
5. Describe and demonstrate the proper hip action and it’s timing
during a forward turning walk.
6. Explain the purpose for dancing delayed walks. Are they
always optional? If not, give an example of a figure where a
delayed walk is essential to the movement.
7. How would you explain the concept of ‘grounding’ a dancer
executing RUMBA walks? Give advice for the
(a) legs and feet, the (b) hips and torso, as well as the
(c) head, frame and hands.

CHA CHA
1. If a Natural Telemark is danced around a corner will
Demonstrate the following chasses and give an example of
a figure where it can be used: Ronde, Twist, and Slip
Chasses. Which of these may be used by both Leader and
Follower and which is used specifically for only one role?
2. In which two figures may Forward Runs be used in place
of the Forward Lock.
3. Fully describe how you would teach a Spiral Turn. Which
three figures incorporate the use a Spiral Turn and in what
direction do each of them turn?.
4. Give three alternative finishing positions and their
FOLLOWS for Rope Spinning.
5. What is Guapacha timing and on which figures may it be
used?

SAMBA
1. “Coming out of the foot” and “Coming out of the leg”
are commonly used terms when teaching the bounce
action in the SAMBA. Please explain what this means and
where in the music this occurs.
2. “Feet Follow Frame” is an important concept. What
does that mean to you & how would you teach it to a
student?
3. True or False: SAMBA is a progressive dance that travels
counterclockwise around the floor and all figures of the
syllabus follow this rule. Please explain your answer.
4. What are the two possible timings for the Four Step
Please explain Promenade Position in SAMBA and how it
differs from Promenade Position in the other Latin dances.
5. Name and demonstrate three different arm movements
you can teach Leaders and Followers in SAMBA. Give an
example of a figure where each can be used.

PASO DOBLE
1. Name the figures in the Silver Syllabus which
demonstrate the Matador(s) shaping of the cape.
2. Which figure in the Silver Syllabus requires strong eye
contact throughout the figure? Why is this so important in
this figure?.
3. Name three commencing alignments for the Fallaway
Reverse Turn and what are the possible ending
alignments?
4. Give two alternative methods of dancing the Coup De
Pique.
5. Please describe the method for dancing the Flamenco
Taps starting with the left foot as the Leader.

JIVE
1. Describe the preferred posture for dancing JIVE. How
does this effect the feeling of body weight over feet?
2. Under what circumstances may you dance a Forward or
Backward Lock and what is the footwork for each?
3. Describe and demonstrate the ‘bounce action’ in JIVE.
How would you help a student develop this who did not
take to it intuitively?
4. Describe the typical musical accent for Jive. Feel free to
use beat numbers from the bar, or compare downbeat to
upbeat qualities. How does the JIVE dancer animate this
accent, in the majority of circumstances?
5. Please describe the method for dancing the Flamenco
Taps starting with the left foot as the Leader.
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AMERICAN RHYTHM – Master Questions
RUMBA
1. What exercises do you use to develop your students hip
action to a higher level?
2. When leading the Follower into a “Cuddle (or Cradle)
Position” and then to move backwards (Follower back,
Leader forward), what technique do you teach each
person to make it both comfortable and stylized?
3. Show how you teach the Leaders and Followers free
arm styling during a Cross-Over Break.
4. Do you prefer to teach the Cucaracha with “Ball Flat”
footwork or “Flat”. Explain your answer.
5. What is Fan Position? Demonstrate as you explain and
give an example of a figure that uses Fan Position.

BOLERO
1. What are some differences you teach between Bronze
and Silver BOLERO?
2. How do you teach the Leader to lead a syncopated turn
versus a basic rhythm turn? How does the Follower feel
the difference?
3. Demonstrate how you teach a Follower to Ronde. How
to do you teach a Leader to lead a Ronde?
4. Demonstrate the exercise(s) you use to teach
swivels. What are three principles you use to teach
properly executed swivels?
5. Demonstrate two different arm stylings frequently
danced on the "Slow" count prior to a crossover break.

CHA CHA

MAMBO

1. How do you teach your students to turn sharply into a
cross-over break from the side chasse?
2. What is the difference between a bent-kneed cross
over and a “checked” crossover? Give an example of a
figure where each is used.
3. What does it mean to “collect” when going into and out
of a crossover break? Demonstrate as you explain.
4. What part do the upper thighs play in creating strong
and quick movements in CHA CHA? Demonstrate as you
give your answer.
5. Name 5 timings (other than 2 3 4&1) that are used in
the Silver Syllabus and give an example of a figure
where each is used.

1. MAMBO features complex multiple turns for Follower
and Leader and involves many handhold changes. What
are the 5 most important principles to dance these turns
with quickness, accuracy and comfort?
2. Name 5 different MAMBO timings used in this syllabus
and give an example of where each is used.
3. Give 5 characteristics that describe more advanced
MAMBO dancing?
4. Demonstrate how you teach the lead for the 5th
measure of the "Bobby's Break".
5. What is the difference between twisting and settling?
Which do you prefer when dancing the MAMBO. Please
explain.

EAST COAST SWING
1. There are many spins for the Follower in Silver East
Coast Swing. Demonstrate the principles you teach to
make the Follower’s spin be precise, quick and in
balance.
2. What do we mean by “wind up” and give an example of
where it occurs in a specific Silver figure.
3. Hammerlocks are used frequently in Silver East Coast
Swing. Show how you teach a Leader to lead it so that
the Follower’s arm is not uncomfortable or hurt.
4. What are “Boogie Walks” and how do you teach them?
What are the key points that make them work best?
5. Show what arm styling you teach each person to do
when dancing the Man's Wrap and Swivels.

SAMBA
1. How do you teach the Leader and Follower to dance
more stylized and correct Bota Fogos?
2. How do you teach the Leader and Follower to dance
more stylized and correct Voltas?
3. How do you teach the Leader and Follower to dance
more stylized and correct SAMBA Walks?

MERENGUE
1. What principles do you teach for a competitive
student to enhance the Silver syllabus figures?
2. How do you teach your students to continue using
strong hip and foot actions when leading and following
MERENGUE figures that have lots of turns and hand
changes?
3. What exercise do you teach Followers to increase
flexibility in their back for the "Dip" in the Pivots and
Dip?

WEST COAST SWING
1. Name and demonstrate the syncopations you teach the
Leader and Follower at the Silver level.
2. Define and demonstate the following Dance Positions:
OFP, XHH, CSwP, TandemP, RAP. Give an example of a
figure where each is used.
3. What does the term "knee popping" mean? How and
why is it used in WCS?
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AMERICAN SMOOTH – Master Questions
WALTZ

FOXTROT

1. What is the basic R&F for the following: 3 step figures,
chasses, Leader’s heel turn, slip pivots?
2. What is the basic Sway in figures with: 3 steps, Chasses,
Promenades?
3. Why is there “slight body turn left” on step 6 of the
Open left Box for the Leader?
4. Why is there no “body completes turn” in Silver versus
it’s frequent use in Bronze?
5. Demonstrate the shapes you make in Open Promenade
versus Open Counter Promenade and show
the alternative shapes you can make when dancing
each of them. Which do you prefer and why?
6. How do you teach students to dance continuity action?.
7. What exercise do you teach to develop the Leader’s
heel turn in the Open Right Turn?
8. Explain why the Leader dances RF forward in CBMP
versus the Follower dancing LF forward and across in
CBMP on step 4 of the Open Right Turn. What rule
would you teach to explain this for other figures?
9. What do you teach the Leader to do so that the Follower
feels a syncopation?
10. Define a ”hover” and give an example of a figure that
contains one.
11. What is a “Hairpin Turn” and why is it given this name?
12. Define the term “Weave” and demonstrate how you
would teach this to your student.
13. What are 3 common mistakes Leaders make when
dancing a Fallaway? What do you teach to correct
these errors?
14. Show how you would teach Leader and Follower to get
into Right Shadow Position. Include timing, frame and
arm positions.
15. When travelling forward for Shadow Progressive
Twinkles, how do you explain who goes “ahead” of the
other on alternating measures?
16. What is a picture line? Give an example of a figure that
contains an Oversway and 3 points that you teach the
Leader and 3 points you teach the Follower to execute
the Oversway correctly?

1. What is the difference between dancing “S&” versus
“QQ”?
2. What is the general rule for when to “brush” and when
it is not needed?
3. In the Fallaway and Weave figure, how does the Follower
know to maintain contact with her left thigh before the slip
action, but then separate her thigh to create preparation for
outside partner after the slip action?
4. How do you teach the Follower the correct “rise and fall”
and “footwork” on the second half of an Open Left Box?
5. Count the Grapevine as Leader in Beats and Bars. How
many total measures are there?
6. In the Hover Corte, when does the Follower’s head change
directions and what does the Leader do to lead those
changes?
7. Which two elements are most responsible for leading the
Follower to close feet in the Same Foot Lunge on step
8? Please explain as you demonstrate.
8. How many different dance positions do you create when
dancing the Gem and how do you teach a student to lead
them?
9. How do you teach your students to elongate the “slows”
in Foxtrot?
10. In FOXTORT, how would the Leader effectively
communicate the different rhythms (Slow, Quick, or
syncopated) to the Follower?

TANGO
1. Name 6 different “footworks” used in TANGO and give
an example of where each is used in a particular figure.
2. True or false: On walking steps, it is permissible to dance
landing on count 1 or count 2. Please explain your answer.
Is the same true for the first step in Promenade Position?
3. Explain the difference between a “closed finish” versus an
“open finish”. Name 3 figures where either may be used.
4. Explain how you would teach a couple to dance the
Spanish Drag.
5. Name and show three figures where swivels are used.
What is the key tip you give for dancing these correctly?
6. Describe Shadow Position and the tips you would give to
make this position clear and strong.
7. In Figure 1, “Flicks,” describe the shape the Leader
makes to lead the Follower’s right foot flick. What is the
major change the Leader must execute to lead the
Follower’s left foot flick.
8. Describe how you would teach the Leader to do the
wind up prior to the Challenge Line.
9. What determines whether the Follower keeps the right
leg on the floor while doing a ronde, versus lifting it off
the floor? Demonstrate as you explain.
10. What is a “curl” and how do you teach Leader and
Follower to dance it?
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VIENNESE WALTZ
1. What is “canter rhythm” How do you teach it? Name and
demonstrate a figure where it is used.
2. . Name two ways to end in LSP.
3. Give two alternate endings to the Advanced Hand to
Hand Combination.
4. What is a “paddle turn”? Give three tips you would give
when teaching it.
5. What is OROP? Name two figures where it is used.
6. How are steps 4-6 danced differently in the Left Turn
with Underarm Turn compared to the Basic Left Turn?
7. When dancing Figure 3, “Flairs” how would you explain
the use of frame? Please include ideas about the
position, type of connection, and type of movement
required to accurately dance this figure.
8. In the Shadow Runs, describe the activity during the
hesitation walks. Please include any relevant ideas (CBM,
CBMP, Sway, Inside and Outside of turn, free arm, leg
line).
9. What do you teach the Leader to do so that the Follower
True or False: The size of the steps in VIENNESE WALTZ
are smaller than in the other smooth dances. Please
explain your answer.
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INTERNATIONAL BALLROOM/STANDARD – Grand Master Questions
WALTZ
1. Demonstrate the following amalgamation as Leader:
‐ Measures 1‐3: Natural Spin Turn, and 1‐4 of Turning
Lock.
‐ Measure 4: Left Whisk (count 1), replace weight to left
foot (count 2), right foot side and slightly forward
(count 3).
‐ 5th Meausure: Contra Check turning left.
2. When will a Reverse figure start with left foot forward
in CBMP in LOP? Please give three examples.
3. How do you teach the Fallaway Reverse and Slip Pivot
to assure that the Follower steps back in Fallaway
Position on step three instead of forward in ROP?
4. Explain how the technique changes in the Hover Corte
when danced using an extra bar of music.
5. Demonstrate the following amalgamation as Follower:
Turning Lock to Closed Wing. Explain the Follower’s
head position and poise on the Closed Wing.

FOXTROT
1. If a Natural Telemark is danced around a corner will
more turn or less turn be required? What specifically is the
amount of turn used when turning around a corner?
2. Name and demonstrate the five alignment variations for
the Reverse Wave.
3. When dancing an Open Telemark as Leader,
demonstrate and describe the position and use of the left
foot whilst rotating the body on the right foot.
4. Count the following amalgamation of two or three
figures (Examiner will provide) in FOXTROT in Beats and
Bars as you dance it (without music). How many total
measures are in this amalgamation?
5. Please state what new figures you would teach in
FOXTROT in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, or 4th week (examiner
choose one) of a four‐week, one‐ hour, Beginning level
group class? Please demonstrate an amalgamation you
would teach including all new figures.

TANGO
1. Name five figures in the syllabus (Bronze and/or Silver)
that end in Promenade Position.
2. Name and demonstrate two other commencing
alignments for the Four Step other than the chart figure
(FW).
3. As follower dancing the figure Outside Swivel, please
explain the technique of using the free leg and foot shape
to create character, balance, and power of movement.
4. What are the two possible timings for the Four Step
Change? What are the corresponding beat values for these
timings?
5. There are at least five different timings for the figures in
the Silver syllabus. How do you go about creating a
phrased amalgamation

QUICKSTEP
1. Demonstrate an amalgamation of three figures where
the Cross Swivel is the second figure.
2. Demonstrate how you would dance the Rumba Cross
twice in a row as Leader. Now repeat as Follower.
3. Dance the following amalgamation as the Leader:
Double Reverse Spin, Left Foot Forward, Tipsy to Right,
Tipsy to Left, Tipsy to Right, Tipsy to Left, 2‐12 of the V‐6.
4. Demonstrate the following amalgamtion approaching a
corner as Leader giving the count: Progressive Chasse to
Right, Six Quick Run, left foot back slow into Four Quick
Run.
5. The rise and fall in the Tipsy to Right and the Tipsy to
Left is unique. Please state the rise and fall and explain
how you would teach your students to dance it correctly.

VIENNESE WALTZ
1. Please demonstrate the following amalagamation as
Leader: Reverse Fleckerel, Contra Check, Natural Fleckerel.
2. How do you teach your students to travel to the center
of the room to dance the Fleckerels?
3. Show how you teach the Contra Check to both a Leader
and a Follower.
4. How do you correct a student who is unable to create
the centripetal force necessary to keep the Fleckerels
toned and elegant?
5. Demonstrate how you would teach your students to
start their VIENNESE WALTZ to music. Include all aspects
of the entrance, hold and preparation for movement.
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INTERNATIONAL LATIN – Grand Master Questions
RUMBA

PASO DOBLE

1. Fully describe the alternative hold for the Sliding Doors.
2. Name and describe the three Spin Endings to Fencing.
3. Explain natural turnout, enhanced turnout, parallel, and
Name the two alternative ways of dancing steps 10-12
for the Follower in the Three Threes.
4. How would you explain the construction of the Three
Alemanas to a student?
5. Demonstrate and explain the differences between the
Advanced, Continuous, and Circular Hip Twists. On which
steps in the Circular Hip Twist will the Leader use Pressed
Backward Walks?

1. In some advanced figures, the Leader will end with
weight on right foot. Name and demonstrate the five ways
to create a change of feet so that the Right Foot is free to
start the next figure.
2. Name and demonstrate the three endings for the
Syncopated Separation. Give the timing while dancing.
3. In the Travelling Spins from Promenade Position, which
steps may be omitted for choreography or phrasing?
4. The Farol is a shorter version of the Fregolina. Which
steps are omitted? Describe how the beat changes
between the Fregolina and the Farol.
5. Give the Beat Value in the Twists. How else could this
figure be counted? On which steps may elevation be used?
6. How can one dance a shorter version of the Chasse
Cape?

CHA CHA
1. What sort of exercises or awareness schemes would you
use to develop maximum leg and body action whilst
maintaining the quiet upper carriage and frame necessary
for balance and partnering?
2. Describe the three steps of the Runaway Chasse for the
Follower. Include the commencing position and two
figures in which it may be used.
3. Name and demonstrate the three alternative ending
positions for the Advanced Hip Twist and give one Follow
for each.
4. Please demonstrate and describe the two alternative
holds for the the Turkish Towel.
5. Name and demonstrate the alternative ending for Follow
my Leader. What two figures can follow this ending?

SAMBA
1. Please explain how the Contra Bota Fogos may be
danced with hand changes.
2. True or False: In the Roundabout to Right or Left the
Leader holds the spot as the Follower circles around the
Leader. Please explain your answer.
3. Please describe the unique bounce action of the
Cruazados Walks and Locks.
4. Please give the inclination of the body on each step in
the Promenade and Counter Promenade Runs for the
Leader and Follower.
5. How many different timings are used in the Gold
Syllabus and give and example of each one.

JIVE
1. Demonstrate and give the Amount of Turn for the
alternative method of dancing steps 1&2 of the Curly
Whip..
2. What is the alternative timing of the Toe Heel Swivels?
Demonstrate the popular combination dancing steps 1-8
with the alternative timing then continuing with steps 3-8
with the chart timing.
3. Give one Precede and one Follow for the Chicken Walks.
Describe and demonstrate how to dance into the Chicken
Walks from the Overturned Fallaway Throwaway or
Overturned Change of Places Left to Right.
4. In the Catapult, which steps most resemble a
“catapulting” motion?
5. In the Stalking Walks, Flicks and Break, what is the beat
value for the Break (step 17-19).
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AMERICAN RHYTHM – Grand Master Questions
ALL DANCES
1. Please show how you would teach the LEADER’S part in figure _____________(examiner choose a
specific figure) as if teaching a private lesson student. Be thorough and discuss the details, leads, styling,
and key points you would cover.
2. Please show how you would teach the FOLLOWER’S part in figure _____________(examiner choose a
specific figure) as if teaching a private lesson student. Be thorough and discuss the details, leads, styling,
and key points you would cover.
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AMERICAN SMOOTH – Grand Master Questions
ALL DANCES
1. Please show how you would teach the LEADER’S part in figure _____________(examiner choose a
specific figure) as if teaching a private lesson student. Be thorough and discuss the details, leads, styling,
and key points you would cover.
2. Please show how you would teach the FOLLOWER’S part in figure _____________(examiner choose a
specific figure) as if teaching a private lesson student. Be thorough and discuss the details, leads, styling,
and key points you would cover.

